
Spotting or sighting 

To swim the Windermere course and indeed any length of Lake, you will need to learn to 

navigate, swim in a straight line to certain landmarks. Easy in a pool environment where lines 

and lanes guide you, more difficult in open water where landmarks play tricks on your eyes, 

the sun shines at the wrong angle and the chop means your head has to lift higher out of the 

water causing more drag and a disruption to your rhythm. The more time spent sighting the 

more your body will become less streamline in the water, especially as your time in the water 

increases so the need for effective sighting is something every distance swimmer should 

consider. 

How to 

Most swimmers have a stronger side and prefer breathing to one side, both of which can send 

you off at an angle. Bilateral breathing is a great advantage here keeping your stroke 

symmetrical enabling you to swim in a straight line. 

One method is to breath at the start of the stroke when your catch phases is taking place, 

lifting your eyes slightly then breathing to the side. Here the catch is important as this force 

will help you raise your eyes just above the water line. 

Another method is to lift your head slightly as you finish your side breath catching a glimpse 

of what is in front. It has to be a smooth movement and sometimes you will see swimmers 

leaving it too late catching their head with their arm movement. 

Practice regular sight-breathing firstly in the pool as well as in open-water. Start by looking 

up every 8-10 strokes, and gradually work up to 20. 

If your able sight accurately, great, start looking at the map and memorise some landmarks to 

help you on your way. 

So go and practice, you don't want to end up swimming further than need! 

 


